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Abstract 
In this study, it was planned to define and classify designer/art toys movement which is a movement that has effect on 21st
century consumerist culture and design approaches, shaped with urban small manufacturing workshops or garage 
manufacturing and has become widespread with the help of Web 2.0 
“Designer Toys” which is also named as “Urban Toys, Urban Vinyls, Art Toys” which has been developing since the end of 
1990’s and defined as artistic/design movement today occurs with the perception of aesthetic and production-consumption 
which improved with DIY culture in the sense of approach and idea.  
In this study, movement of designer toys will be analyzed and classified focusing on DIY culture and its original object within 
the scope of DIY argument and activity.  
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1. DIY Culture 
In its broadests sense Do It Yourself (DIY) means converting, repairing, doing anything, any kind of work 
without buying it or without any help of expert. What is stated with “DIY-Do It Yourself” within popular culture 
since 1950’s is comprehensive activities in order to decrease costs and increase creativity which define small 
handicrafts and structure projects. DIY/Do It Yourself! orientation includes refusion of capitalist production and 
consumption forms, in other words suggests alternative ways for consumerist culture in meeting requirements. 
Do It Yourself!-DIY ethics/culture which defines activities carried out by non-experts such as accessories, 
ceramic, sewing, repairs since 1950’s grounds it artistic and philosophical infrastructure on Arts and Crafts 
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movement, Dadaism and even Surrealism. Discourses of William Morris and John Ruskin about destructive 
effect of industrial production on creativity and expression methods constitute main theme of DIY ethics. Within 
this related scope, based upon the claim that everybody can deal with considerable labor, it is a cultural 
movement, which defends the view that knowledge required for this should be free. At the same time, it defends 
the independence of doing own’s own work without exposed to social or bureaucratic hindrances (McKay, 1998). 
DIY ethics is against uniform product and identities imposed to people by consumerist culture; it requires 
extensive knowledge and experience such as sewing, patching, repairing the clothes instead of buying a new one 
or creating your own electronic game; in this sense it has a structure which includes the definition of “resisting 
against commoditized culture” (Culton, Holtsman, 1998). Today, it covers various fields such as manufacturing, 
consumption, military, health, education; “online network citizens have to manage, arrange and improve 
themselves and they have the courage!” (Ouellette, James, 2008).  
The concept of DIY-Do It Yourself has become popular among young sub-cultural structures and 
communities such as hippie, rock and punk and put forward creative expression methods. Especially Punk 
Movement has an important place due to authentic aesthetic structure composed through music, poem, literary 
and visual activities created by DIY culture. DIY ethics is the technique of punk ideology. This ideology is “anti-
consumption”; it does not deny participating in available system but includes denial of consumption.   
With its destructive “anti-consumerist” attitude adopted in books, alternative comics, flyers or dressing style; 
DIY culture created authentic aesthetic language of counter-culture Punk movement which performs its own 
music and makes contacts through its own communication organs (funzines) since 1970’s. Home-made music, 
amateur poem and literature created its visual language through home-made publications; it has created a visual 
aesthetic which was attached, collages, cut and pasted, typescript and copied (Young, 1999). DIY approach 
reaches its peak point in 1990’s, depending on authentic punk approach (Triggs, 2006). Its original style which 
was formed with music, fashion, literature and funzines plays increasing role in formation of future consumerist 
culture with Design Hacking approach which can be defined as breaking code of many modern idea-art-design 
movement or design such as cyberpunk, designer toys, much as playing important role in the field of fashion, 
architecture, music today.  
Designer Toy movement which was improved with DIY – Do It Yourself! Projects on electronic media set an 
example for post-Fordist consumerist culture. In consumption and production forms within the scope of this 
art/deign movement, it is observed that consumer turns into active producer, “proconsumption” concept 
(Lazzarato, 1996; Terranova, 2000; Kücklich, 2005; Jenkins, 2006; Arvidsson, 2008), “sub-cultural industries” 
(Martin Roberts, 2005) occur and also; designer transforms into “post-craftsman” as producer and “prosumer, 
craft consumer” as a tradesman. 
 
2. Designer Toys Movement 
“Designer Toys” which has been improving since the late 1990’s, defined as art or design movement and 
named as “Urban Toys, Urban Vinyls, Art Toys” is an artistic and design movement which has become 
widespread and developed with the help of Web 2.0 and shaped with information and production exchange over 
electronic media. These toys which include authentic aesthetic perception and sometimes original story of its 
designer; which are the works of a product designer, artist or graphic designer are three-dimensional figures 
which are copied in specific amounts from wood, texture, surface material in vinyl or resin (plastic types) 
moulding or casting and characterized with attaching and breaching methods, putting picture on them (Fig 1.).   
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Fig. 1. Designer Toys with different materials from let to righ vinyl, paper, plush. (a) “Dunny” design by Paul Budnitz and 
Tristan Eaton, and produced by Kidrobot from 2004, DIY design by Doctor A. (b) “Paper Totem” created by illustrator and 
designer Dan Matutina of Twistedfork (c) Rice Baby, leather toy by Spencer Hansen.  
Designer Toy, in other words Art Toys movement which improves with DIY-Do It Yourself network and with 
possibilities provided by Web 2.0 in the sense of experience, generation and share of information set an important 
example in emergence and development of anti-consumerist DIY structure and the economic structure in which 
producer and consumer have become the same person (Prosumer). 
Designer toys began with experiments in the field of character design and production and improved, 
established a bond between character marketing and art; in many ways this novel artistic environment 
transformed and renewed the field of character design and also encouraged its consumer to be a collector.  
 
 
Fig.2. Lau Michael, “AR+OY”exhibition, Sejong Art Center, Seoul, 2012. 
Art/design movement which is also named as Designer Toy or Art Toy emerged for the first time in Hong 
Kong, Western Asia by Eric So and Michael Lau in 1997-8; following street culture in 1990’s and spread through 
England, North America and Asia rapidly (Budnitz, 2006; Phoneix, 2006: 43-54). Many resources denote 
Michael Lau and Hiakru Iwanaga from Hong Kong as the first designers of this movement. According to 
information at his own web page, Michael Lau applied today’s life style on ‘Gardeners’ (fig. 2) which are the first 
toys they have produced.  
Lau has the aim of presenting life style of the era through figures which follow hip-hop culture, skateboard, 
graffiti, music, sports and dances. In his figures which are his own design, there is a conscious representation of 
life style in the sense of body language, clothing, colors, glance and stance. Three-dimensional figures of Lau 
emerged as the description of his era and art-design movement: as the announcement of hip-hop culture. With 
their quite clear and effective language; these figures also have set up suitable environment for development and 
popularization of designer toy movement. Studies of Lau drew considerable interest from toy firms and they are 
copied in limited numbers, sticking to the conceptual structure of movement.    
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The basic concept is producing in limited number. Figures emerge together with rich graphic design and 
expression language. Each of them has its own story and personality. They are authentic since they are 
independent from TV, movie or commercial or electronic games or other common characters or their stories, 
totally include a visual aesthetic and expression language created with personal sensitivity of designer.   
Character designs generally emerge with illustrations and narration. Designer uses knowledge and methods of 
sculpture formation while transforming the character into a form, a figure. The figures differ from sculpture since 
they are close to the product. Figures generally acquire gestures and details through graphic. Designer has to 
consider moulding and copying while forming the figure. In this sense, designer toy requires knowledge of 
product design. Patterns of the models, which are generally shaped by hand, are prepared and copied in 
anticipated number. The rest is marketing processes: there is no other thing to do apart from the story of product, 
booklets including its name, packaging; web address-blog-social network where the product is introduced and 
marketed.  
As it is mentioned above, designer works like an artist and craftsman in the scope of movement. In fact, Lau 
defines “artist as working for himself, designer as working for a strange, craftsman as working for others”. By the 
way, he defines himself as “artist, designer and craftsman at the same time” (Lau, 2013). Designer-artist 
transforms the character he designed into three dimensional form then copies and markets them; in this way apart 
from being an artist and craftsman, he appears as the consumer who collects and in this way forms independent 
designer firms in which pop-culture is shaped. The information which contributes to the development of 
movement is shared through a network by the designer in a manner of educator, which is another important point. 
He also contributes to development of information movement shared through network. 
The most important feature of designer toys, which include three-dimensional figures that are work of 
designer/artist, is that they are produced domestically. They are produced at home, urban small artist-designer 
workshops in limited number and vinyl form, made of resin or wood, sewn with soft material and shaped with 
surface material (Jeremyville, 2004: 5). Target audience of these figures produced in limited numbers at home or 
garage or small production workshops by its designer is niche collectors (Phoenix, 2006: 11).  
3. Classification 
Classification of designer toy is carried out according to material properties; because material is the most 
important element, which influences production. Toys which are made of textile or soft material can be named 
designer plush, and those which are made of wood or suchlike material are named designer woodens. Designer 
toys develop with recommends of creative material. For example; although big balloons which are used in art 
performances, ceramic or silicon types and types which are formed with composition of more than two materials 
are not that common as to make up a class today, they have important experimental contributions to the 
development of designer toys movement.  
 
Designer Toys  
A Designer Vinyls,  
B Urban Vinyls 
        i.  DIY toys 
       ii. Designer Electronics 
E Designer Woodens, 
D Designer Papers, 
C Designer Plushies, 
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E Designer Latex 
4. Conclusion 
Specific production, copying and consumption methods of designer toys movement; objects which carry 
graphic design to the third dimension, alter three-dimensional design by enriching with graphic involves 
experience of combining art fields such as painting or sculpture or ceramic much as design fields holistically in a 
way that no other art movement or user product can achieve. These figures which bear reflection of electronic 
daily life much as street culture appears as objectification of social networks, electronic game culture and global 
netoworks in addition to young street activities such as graffiti, hip-hop, skateboard and as creative association 
culture which participates actively against passive culture in culture generation.  
This new art-design movement which is formed with information sharing through YouTube; and become 
widespread in urban workshops and garages with small-scale production and e-commerce contains Craftsman-
Salesman-Consumer-Collector within the body of Designer/Artist. Toys, with their prominent designers/artist, are 
displayed in most important museums around the world today, and they are becoming widespread with the 
emergence of original museums within the scope of street culture in many metropolises such as New York, Hong 
Kong, İstanbul.  
Since the activity of craftsman contain unrealistic approach about future such as romantic, uneasy and return to 
primitive ages in industrial culture; it is considered as a pre-modern case and therefore underestimated. Designer 
toy movement is of great importance since it has a structure dignifying hand-made activities with the fields of art 
and design it has integrated. DIY-Do It Yourself projects began to mean untransferable, humanist, authentic and 
creative study, like reshaped form of conceptual structure of Arts&Crafts movement in 21st century and 
transformed into activities about establishment of post-industrial utopias. In this way, today we witness that 
people who are alienated with do it yourself orientations that developed through social networks strive for gaining 
back methods of expressing themselves. (Campbell Colin. The Craft Consumer: Culture, craft and consumption 
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